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Abstract

Out of the many potential factors that determine which links form in a document citation network, two in particular are of high importance: first, a document may be cited based on its subject matter—this can be modeled by analyzing document content; second, a document may be cited based on which other documents have previously cited it—this can be modeled by analyzing citation structure. Both factors are important for users to make informed decisions and choose appropriate citations as the network grows. In this paper, we present a novel model that integrates the merits of content and citation analyses into a single probabilistic framework. We demonstrate our model on three real-world citation networks. Compared with existing baselines, our model can be used to effectively explore a citation network and provide meaningful explanations for links while still maintaining competitive citation prediction performance.

1 Introduction

Many large citation networks—Wikipedia, arXiv, and PubMed\(^1\), to name a few—continue to quickly grow in size, and the structure of these networks continues to increase in complexity. To effectively explore large-scale and complex data like these and extract useful information, users rely more and more on various types of guidance for help. An important type of guidance comes from the citations (or links) in the network. Citations serve as paths that users can easily follow, and do not require users to specify certain keywords in advance. In scientific research, for example, researchers often find interesting articles by following citations made in other articles. In Wikipedia, users often find explanations of certain terms by following the links made by other Wikipedia users. Thus, generating relevant citations is important for many users who may frequently rely on these networks to explore data and find useful information.

We believe that, among many, two important factors largely determine how a document citation network is formed: the documents’ contents and the existing citation structure. Take as an example a citation network of computer science articles. A research paper about “support vector machines (SVMs)”, for instance, might be cited by several other articles that develop related methods, based on the subject matter alone. This type of information can be well captured by analyzing the content of the documents. However, the existing citation structure is also important. If this SVM paper included great results on a computer vision dataset, for example, it might be cited by many vision papers that are not particularly similar in content. Though different in content, this SVM paper could be very important to users in a different topic area, and should be considered by these users when choosing citations. This type of information cannot be easily captured by analyzing document content, but can be discovered by analyzing the existing citation structure among documents while studying the contents of the papers that generated these citations.

Given these observations, we present a probabilistic model to accurately model citation networks by integrating content and citation/link information into a single framework. We name our approach a latent random offset (LRO) model. The basic idea is as follows: we first represent the content of each document using a latent vector representation (i.e. “topics”) that summarizes the document content. Then, each latent representation is augmented in an additive manner with a random offset vector; this vector models information from the citation structure that is not well captured by document content. The final augmented representa-

Sistine Chapel (Simple English Wikipedia)
The Sistine Chapel is a large chapel in the Vatican Palace, the place in Italy where the Pope lives. The Chapel was built between 1473 and 1481 by Giovanni dei Dolci for Pope Sistus IV. The Sistine Chapel is famous for its fresco paintings by the Renaissance painter Michelangelo.

In-Links (Citing Documents):
- Famous for its fresco paintings by the Renaissance painter Michelangelo.
- The Sistine Chapel is a large chapel in the Vatican Palace, the place in Italy where the Pope lives.
- The Sistine Chapel is in the Vatican City, and thus its article does not emphasize content relating to England or Anglicanism (even though they are all related to Christianity).
- However, documents that link to Sistine Chapel, such as Chapel, talk about the Anglican Church in England.

Figure 1: Analysis of content, latent offsets, and predicted links for the Sistine Chapel document in the Simple English Wikipedia dataset. The first row shows an example passage from the document. The next row shows the names of the documents that cite Sistine Chapel. The next row shows the initial latent topics (first column), the latent offsets learned from links (second column), and the latent topics after applying the offsets (third column). The final row shows interpretable link predictions; for each predicted link, we show the relative weight that each latent topic contributed to the prediction.

Examples from Simple English Wikipedia.
The first graph in the top row of Figure 1 shows, for the Sistine Chapel article in the Simple English Wikipedia, the latent vector representation, which is concentrated around three topics: countries (Italy, Italian, China, Russian), Christianity (Church, Christ, Jesus, God), and architecture (built, side, large, design). Here we’ve listed the top four words in each topic (in parentheses). The incoming links to the Sistine Chapel article are also shown; these citing documents determine the random offsets for Sistine Chapel. The random offsets can be thought of as “corrections” to the latent vector representation, based on the content of citing documents—for example, the two largest positive offsets are Christianity (Church, Christ, Jesus, God) and Anglicanism (English, knight, translated, restoration), meaning that the citing documents strongly exhibit these two topics (compared to the Sistine Chapel article). On the other hand, there is a large negative offset on architecture (built, side, large, design), indicating that the citing documents do not exhibit this topic as much as Sistine Chapel.

Notably, the topic Anglicanism (containing words related to Christianity in England) is found in the random offsets for Sistine Chapel, but is absent from its latent vector representation. This is because the Sistine Chapel is in the Vatican City, and thus its article does not emphasize content relating to England or Anglicanism (even though they are all related to Christianity). However, documents that link to Sistine Chapel, such as Chapel, talk about the Anglican Church in England. This is an example where pertinent information is found in the citation structure, but not in the document content. By capturing this citation information, the LRO model provides insights into the context surrounding a document.

Following this idea, we can add the latent vector and random offsets together to obtain the “augmented representation” of a document (i.e. the “topics after random offsets” graph in Figure 1), which takes into account not just its content, but the content of its citing documents as well. Link predictions in the LRO model are based upon the intuition that a document i cites document j only if both documents have similar representations. This intuition is captured in the bottom row of graphs in Figure 1, which explains three out-links predicted by the LRO model for the Sistine Chapel document. For each predicted link, we show the topics that contributed most to the prediction, and not surprisingly, the most important topics for each link also feature strongly in the augmented representation for the Sistine Chapel. Knowing which topics contributed to the prediction of links not only helps users interpret existing links within a document corpus, but also gives users an explanation for every new link predicted by the LRO model—for instance, a user might invoke LRO to recommend citations for an academic paper, and such “link explanations” give the user a quick overview of why each recommendation is relevant.

We note that of the three predicted out-links for Sistine Chapel, two of them (Chapel, Italy) are actual out-links in Sistine Chapel, while the third, Christian, is obviously relevant but not found in the document. This motivates another application of LRO: predicting relevant but missing links in document corpora; in this case, we are completing the references for a Wikipedia article. Another application context is academic paper writing: LRO can be used to recommend important (but otherwise overlooked) citations for a newly-written academic paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we begin by formalizing latent random offset modeling, and then show how we can use it to model citation networks. We then develop a fast learning algorithm with linear complexity in the size of the number of citations, and empirically evaluate our approach using...
We introduce the general framework of latent random offset models. Compared with several baselines, our model not only improves citation prediction performance, but also provides meaningful explanations for citations within the networks. By studying latent random offset representations, we show these explanations can be used to effectively interpret why our model predicts links for given documents and to explore citation networks.

2 Latent Random Offset Models

We introduce the general framework of latent random offsets for citation network modeling. Suppose our citation network consists of \( D \) documents (i.e., nodes), \( D = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_D\} \). We use \( y_{ij} = 1 \) or 0 to indicate whether document \( i \) cites document \( j \) or not. Note that \( y_{ij} \) is directed, meaning \( y_{ij} \) is not necessarily the same as \( y_{ji} \).

Each document \( x_j \) is usually a high-dimensional vector in \( \mathbb{R}^V \), where \( V \) is the vocabulary size, so it is desirable to represent \( x_j \) using a low-dimensional vector \( \theta_j \). In other words, the mapping

\[
\theta_j = \theta_j(x_j)
\]

serves as a summarization of the original document content \( x_j \), and these summarizations can be used to measure the content similarities of different documents.

However, in real citation networks, a document can be cited by others for reasons outside of its content information. For example, a target document might provide an influential idea that can be used in many different fields and thus be cited by a diverse set of documents. This information is encoded not in the document content but in the citation network structure. We choose to model this phenomenon by allowing a random offset vector \( \epsilon_j \) to augment the low-dimensional vector \( \theta_j \), which gives the augmented representation

\[
v_j = \theta_j + \epsilon_j.
\]

The offset vector \( \epsilon_j \) is used to capture the network structure information that is not contained in the document’s content. One important property of this augmented representation is that the random offset \( \epsilon_j \) is aligned in the same space as \( \theta_j \). If the dimension of \( \theta_j \) has some semantic explanations, then \( \epsilon_j \) can be understood as modifications of those explanations.

Finally, we consider using a function \( f \) to model the citation from document \( i \) to document \( j \), such that

\[
f(\theta_i, \theta_j + \epsilon_j) \approx y_{ij} \quad \text{(for all } i, j)\]

where \( y_{ij} \) is the citation indicator from document \( i \) to document \( j \). Notice the asymmetric structure here for document \( i \) and \( j \)—we do not consider the offset vector \( \epsilon_i \) for document \( i \) in our function \( f \). In real citation networks, when a new document joins the citation network by citing some other documents, this new document is effectively “not in” the network. It will be most likely to cite other documents based only on their content and their citations, as no network information exists for this new document. One advantage of this formulation is that we can make citation predictions for a brand new document by only using its content information.

In the next two sections, we first describe how we create the low-dimensional document content representation \( \theta_j \) and how we use the latent random offset model for citation network modeling.

2.1 Probabilistic topic models for document content representation

There are many potential ways to create the low-dimensional document content representation described in Eq. 1. Here we choose to use probabilistic topic models. Topic models [5] are used to discover a set of “topics” (or themes) from a large collection of documents. These topics are distributions over terms, which are biased to be associated under a single theme. One notable property of these models is that they often provide an interpretable low-dimensional representation of the documents [10]. They have been used for tasks like corpus exploration [8], information retrieval [23] and recommendation [22].

Here we describe the simplest topic model, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [7] and use it to create the low-dimensional document content representations. Assume there are \( K \) topics, \( \beta_k, \ k = 1, ..., K \) and each \( \beta_k \) is a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For each document \( j \), the generative process is as follows,

1. Draw topic proportions \( \theta_j \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha) \)
2. For each word \( x_{jn} \) in document \( j \),
   
   (a) Draw topic assignment \( z_{jn} \sim \text{Mult}(\theta_j) \)
   
   (b) Draw word \( x_{jn} \sim \text{Mult}(\beta_{z_{jn}}) \)

This process describes how the words of a document are generated from a mixture of topics that are shared by the corpus. The topic proportions \( \theta_j \) are document-specific and we use these topic proportions as our low-dimensional document content representation.

Given a document collection, the only observations are the words in the documents. The topics, topic proportions for each document, and topic assignments for each word, are all latent variables that have to be determined from the data. LDA has been extensively studied in the literature and many efficient algorithms
We model our latent random offset vector \( \epsilon \). For example, standard learning algorithms.

Assuming a generative process (Figure 2 shows the graphical model).

Using the general idea of latent random offset modeling in Section 2.1, our latent representation \( \theta_j \) (which lies on the simplex), its offsets \( \epsilon_j \) due to link structure (the superscript indicates the dimension for \( \epsilon_j \)), and the resulting augmented latent representation \( v_j \).

have been proposed to fit the LDA model variables [7, 12, 21]. For example, standard learning algorithms like variational EM or Gibbs sampling can be used to estimate these quantities [7]. These methods give us the estimated document content representations \( \theta_j \) in terms of an approximate posterior distribution or point estimates.

### 2.2 Modeling citations via random offsets

Having described how we represent the documents in a low dimensional space, we now consider how to create the augmented representations introduced in Eq. 2. We model our latent random offset vector \( \epsilon_j \) with a multivariate Gaussian distribution

\[
\epsilon_j \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \lambda^{-1} I_K).
\]

where \( \lambda \) is a scalar precision parameter for the latent random offsets.

Using the general idea of latent random offset modeling shown in Eq. 2 and probabilistic topic models described in Section 2.1, our latent random offset model (LRO) for citation network modeling has the following generative process (Figure 2 shows the graphical model).

Assuming \( K \) topics, \( \beta_{1:K} \),

1. For each document \( j \),
   
   (a) Draw topic proportions \( \theta_j \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha) \)
   
   (b) Draw latent random offset \( \epsilon_j \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \lambda^{-1} I_K) \) and set the document augmented representation as \( v_j = \theta_j + \epsilon_j \)
   
   (c) For each word \( x_{jn} \),
      
      i. Draw topic assignment \( z_{jn} \sim \text{Mult}(\theta) \)
      
      ii. Draw word \( x_{jn} \sim \text{Mult}(\beta_{z_{jn}}) \)

2. For each directed pair of documents \( (i, j) \), draw the citation indicator

\[
y_{ij} \sim \mathcal{N}(y|w_{i,j}^\top v_j, \tau_{ij}^{-1})
\]

where \( w \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) is a global scaling parameter to account for potential inefficiencies of the topic proportions \( \theta_i \), which are constrained to the simplex.\(^2\) We chose a Gaussian response to model the citations, in similar fashion to [22]. Notation \( \tau_{ij}^{-1} \) is the precision parameter for the Gaussian distribution such that

\[
\tau_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\tau_1 & \text{if } y_{ij} = 1 \\
\tau_0 & \text{if } y_{ij} = 0.
\end{cases}
\]

Here, \( \tau_1 \) specifies the precision if a link exists from document \( i \) to \( j \), while \( \tau_0 \) is for the case where the link does not exist. We set \( \tau_0 \) to be much smaller (i.e. higher noise) than \( \tau_1 \)—this is similar to the assumption made in [22], which models the fact that \( y_{ij} = 0 \) could either mean it is not appropriate for document \( i \) to cite document \( j \), or simply that document \( i \) should cite document \( j \) but has inadvertently neglected to cite it. This also enables a fast learning algorithm with complexity linear in the number of citations (See Section 3 for details).

The expectation of the citation can be computed as

\[
E[y_{ij}] = w_{i,j}^\top v_j = w_{i,j}^\top (\theta_i^\top \theta_j) + w_{i,j}^\top \epsilon_j.
\]

This reveals how likely it is for a citation from document \( i \) to document \( j \) to occur under our model. If the documents have similar content or document \( j \) has certain large positive offsets, it is more likely to be cited by document \( i \).

For a document \( j \), our latent representation \( \theta_j \) is over a simplex. In Figure 2 (right), we show how the random offsets \( \epsilon_j \) produce the augmented representation \( v_j \).

### 2.3 Citation prediction

In a system for citation prediction, it is more realistic to suggest citations than to make hard decisions for the users. This is common in many recommender systems [13, 22]. For a particular document \( i \), we rank the potential citations according to the score

\[
S_{ij} = w_{i,j}^\top v_j,
\]

for all other documents \( j \), and suggest citations based on this score (excluding document \( i \) and all pre-existing citations).

\(^2\)Our experiments show that optimizing the global scaling parameter \( w \) is important for obtaining good results.
3 Learning Algorithm

We use maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation to learn the latent parameters of the LRO, where we perform a coordinate ascent procedure to carry out the optimization. Maximization of the posterior is equivalent to maximizing the complete log likelihood of \(v_{1:D}, \theta_{1:D}\) and \(\beta_{1:K}\), which we can write as

\[
L = -\frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_j (v_j - \theta_j)^\top (v_j - \theta_j) - \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{\tau_{ij}}{2} (y_{ij} - w \theta_j^\top v_j)^2
+ \sum_j \sum_n \log \left( \sum_k \theta_{jk} \beta_{k,xjn} \right).
\]

where we have omitted a constant and set \(\alpha = 1\).

First, given topics \(\beta_{1:K}\) and augmented representations \(v_{1:D}\), for all documents, we describe how to learn the topic proportions \(\theta_j\). We first define \(\phi_{jn} = q(z_{jn} = k)\). Then we separate the items that contain \(\theta_j\) and apply Jensen’s inequality,

\[
\mathbb{L}(\theta_j) \geq -\frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_j (v_j - \theta_j)^\top (v_j - \theta_j)
+ \sum_n \sum_k \phi_{jn} \log \theta_{jk} \beta_{k,xjn} - \log \phi_{jn}.
= \mathbb{L}(\theta_j, \phi_j).
\]

where \(\phi_j = (\phi_{jn})_{n=1}^{D_K}\). The optimal \(\phi_{jn}\) then satisfies

\[
\phi_{jn} \propto \theta_{jk} \beta_{k,xjn}.
\]

The \(\mathbb{L}(\theta_j, \phi_j)\) gives the tight lower bound of \(\mathbb{L}(\theta_j)\). We cannot optimize \(\theta_j\) analytically, but we can use the projection gradient \(3\) method for optimization.\(^3\)

Second, given this \(\phi\), we can optimize the topics \(\beta_{1:K}\) with

\[
\beta_{kx} \propto \sum_j \sum_n \phi_{jn} 1[x_{jn} = x].
\]

This is the same M-step update for topics as in LDA \(7\).

Next, we would like to optimize the augmented representations \(v_{1:D}\). We can write the component of the log likelihood with terms containing \(v_j\) as

\[
\mathbb{L}(v_j) = -\frac{\lambda}{2} (v_j - \theta_j)^\top (v_j - \theta_j)
- \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{\tau_{ij}}{2} (y_{ij} - w \theta_j^\top v_j)^2.
\]

To maximize this quantity, we take the gradient of \(\mathbb{L}(v_j)\) with respect to \(v_j\) and set it to 0, which gives an update for \(v_j\)

\[
v_j^* \leftarrow \left( \lambda \lambda_k + w^2 \left( (\tau_1 - \tau_0) \sum_{i \in \{i \rightarrow j\}} \theta_i^\top - \tau_0 \sum_{i \neq j} \theta_i^\top \right) \right)^{-1}
\times \left( \tau_j + w \tau_i \sum_{i \in \{i \rightarrow j\}} \theta_i \right).
\]

Next, we want to optimize the global scaling variable \(w\). Isolating the terms in the complete log likelihood that contain \(w\) gives

\[
\mathbb{L}(w) = -\sum_{i \neq j} \frac{\tau_{ij}}{2} (y_{ij} - w \theta_j^\top v_j)^2.
\]

In a similar manner as the previous step, to maximize this quantity we take the gradient of \(\mathbb{L}(w)\) with respect to \(w\) and set it to 0, which gives its update\(^4\)

\[
w^* \leftarrow \left( \sum_j \left( (\tau_1 - \tau_0) \sum_{i \in \{i \rightarrow j\}} \theta_i^\top v_j^2 + \tau_0 \sum_{i \neq j} \theta_i^\top v_j^2 \right) \right)^{-1}
\times \left( \tau_j \sum_{i \in \{i \rightarrow j\}} \theta_i v_j \right).
\]

Empirically, we found that an optimal trade-off between computation time and performance involves performing LDA \(7\) initially to learn the latent representations \(\theta_j\), and then performing coordinate ascent to learn the augmented representations \(v_j\) and global parameter \(w\). We detail this procedure in Algorithm 1.

**Computational efficiency.** We now show that our learning algorithm (Algorithm 1) has runtime complexity linear in the number of documents and citations.

First, estimating the topic proportions \(\theta_j, j = 1, \ldots, D\) has the same complexity as the standard learning algorithm for LDA, which is linear in the number of documents.

Second, the augmented representations \(v_j, j = 1, \ldots, D\) and global scaling parameter \(w\) can be estimated in linear time, via a caching strategy — this is similar to the method adopted by [13, 22]. We now describe this strategy.

\(^3\)On our data, we found that simply fixing \(\theta_j\) as the estimate from the LDA model gives comparable performance and saves computation.

\(^4\)In theory, this update could lead to a negative value. However, in our experiments, we did not see this happen.
Network understanding/exploration. Network understanding/exploration is a broad empirical task concerned with, amongst other things, understanding the overall structure of the network [19], understanding the context of individual nodes [2], and discovering anomalous nodes or edges [20]. In addition to methods that operate on purely graph data, there are techniques that leverage both the graph as well as textual content, such as relational topic models (RTM) [9], Link-PLSA-LDA [17], and TopicFlow [18]. The idea behind such hybrid methods is that text and graph data are often orthogonal, providing complementary insights [11].

Our LRO model incorporates network information by modeling per-document random offsets that capture topical information from connected neighbors. These random offsets represent relevant topics that would otherwise not be found in the documents through content analysis. The Simple English Wikipedia analysis from the introduction provides a good example: the Sistine Chapel article’s random offsets (the top row of Figure 1) contain the topic Anglicanism (which is also related to Christianity), even though the article’s latent topic representation makes no mention of it. In this manner, the LRO model helps us understand the context of network nodes (a.k.a. documents), and helps us to detect anomalous nodes (such as documents whose random offsets diverge greatly from their latent topic vectors).

Citation prediction. The citation prediction task can be approached by considering text features, network features, or a combination of both. In the text-only setting, approaches based on common text features (e.g., TF-IDF scores [4]) and latent space models (e.g., topic models [5]) can be used to the measure similarities between two documents, allowing for ranking and prediction. However, text-only approaches cannot account for citation behavior due to the network structure.

In the network-only setting without document content, there are a number of commonly-used measures of node similarity, such as the Jaccard Coefficient, the Katz measure [14] and the Adamic/Adar measure [1]. Latent space models such as matrix factorization (MF) methods [15] can be used here. However, when test documents are out-of-sample with respect to the network (when we consider newly-written papers with no preexisting citations), these measures are inapplicable.

Finally, there are methods that combine both document content and network structure to predict citations. One such method is the relational topic models (RTM) [9], in which link outcomes depend on a reweighted inner product between latent positions (under the LDA model). The weights are learned for each latent dimension (topic), but are not specific to any document.

4 Related Work

Our proposed work focuses on two aspects of citation network modeling: 1) network understanding/exploration and 2) citation prediction. We therefore divide the related work section into these two categories.
and thus only capture network behavior due to topic-level interactions. In contrast, our random offsets are learned on a per-document basis, capturing interaction patterns specific to each document, which in turn yields better predictive performance as shown in our empirical study. In [16], in addition to the document content, author information is also considered to model the citation structure. In [17], citations were treated as a parallel document (of citations) as to the document content of words. Neither of these methods use per-document offsets to model citation structure.

5 Empirical Study

We will empirically demonstrate the use of our model for modeling citation networks. We will first show quantitative results for citation prediction then present qualitative results using our model to explore citation networks.

Datasets. We use three citation network datasets,

1. The ACL Anthology paper citation network (ACL) contains 16,589 documents and 94,973 citations over multiple decades.
3. The Simple English Wikipedia citation network (Wikipedia) contains 27,443 articles, and 238,957 citations corresponding to user-curated hyperlinks between articles.

5.1 Citation prediction

For citation prediction, we compare against the RTM [9], matrix factorization (MF) [15], LDA-based predictions [7], and three common baseline algorithms. A detailed description is given below.

The first task is predicting held-out citations. Here we used a five-fold cross validation: for each document that has cited more than 5 documents, we held out 20% of the documents into test set and the rest into the training set.

The second task is predicting citations for new documents. To simulate this scenario, we train our model using all the citations before a certain year and predict the citations of the new documents published in that year. This task is important for a real citation prediction system, where user may input some text without existing citations. For this experiment, we excluded MF from the comparisons, because it cannot perform this task.

Evaluation metric. Our goal is to make citation predictions, where it is more realistic to provide a rank list of citation predictions than to make hard decisions for the users. For a given set of \( M \) predicted citations, we use a performance metric, Recall@\( M \),

\[
\text{Recall}@M = \frac{\text{number of citations in the predicted set}}{\text{total number of citations}}
\]

which can be viewed as the proportion of “true” citations successfully predicted by a given method, when the method is allowed to provide \( M \) guesses.

Comparison methods. We compare our model with a number of competing strategies, starting with the RTM [9]. In order to make predictions using the RTM, we learn a latent representation for each document and predict citations using a similarity function between these representations (detailed in [9]). The second comparison is an LDA-based prediction strategy, in which document predictions are determined by the similarity between the latent document representation vectors \( \theta_j \). The similarity is computed using inverse of the Hellinger distance [6]

\[
S_{ij} = \text{H}(\theta_i, \theta_j)^{-1} = \sqrt{2} \left\| \sqrt{\theta_i} - \sqrt{\theta_j} \right\|^{-1}.
\]

Third, we compare with matrix factorization (MF), but only on the first task. (MF cannot make the citation predictions for a brand new document.) Finally, we compare with three simple baseline methods on both tasks. The first is that of Adamic/Adar [1], described in Section 4. The second is based on term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores, where citations are predicted based on similarities in the documents’ scores [4]. The third baseline is called “in-degree”, where each document is given a score proportional to the number of times it is cited; in this case, the same set of predictions are given for every test document. Hyperparameters are set via cross validation.

Task one: predicting held-out citations. Given the document contents and the remaining links, the task is to predict the held out citations for each document. We show results for our model and six comparison methods on the ACL dataset in Figure 3. Our model (LRO) achieves a significantly higher recall over all ranges of the number of predictions, and we observed similar results for the other two datasets.

We also wanted to determine how our method performs across different datasets. To make the results comparable, we normalized the number of predictions \( M \) by setting it to a fraction of the total number of documents in each respective dataset. The results are shown in Figure 4: LRO performs well on all three datasets, though we note that ACL has a much better score than
Task two: predicting citations for new documents. The second task is to predict citations for documents with no prior citation information, corresponding to scenarios in which one needs to suggest citations for newly written documents. This task is often referred to as the “cold start problem” in recommender systems.

We simulate the process of introducing newly written papers into a citation network by dividing them according to publication year. Specifically, from the ACL citation network dataset, we select the citations and documents that existed before the year $Y$ as training data, for $Y$ ranging from 2001 to 2006. After training on this subset, the task is then to predict the citations occurring in year $Y$ for the new documents written in year $Y$.

For this task, we compared our model against the same comparison methods used in the previous task, except for matrix factorization, which cannot make citation predictions for new documents. Figure 3 (right) shows the results. We fix the number of citation predictions $M = 150$ (other $M$ values have similar trends). Again, our model achieves the best performance over a majority of the $M$ values in all six years, and increases its lead over the comparison methods in later years, after a larger portion of the citation network has formed and can be used as training data.

Hyperparameter sensitivity. We also study how different hyperparameters affect performance, including the number of topics $K$, precision parameters $\tau_0$ and $\tau_1$, and latent random offset precision parameter $\lambda$. (Figure 4, right). Again, we fix $M = 150$. First, we varied the number of topics from 75 to 250, and found an optimal value of approximately 175 topics. Next, in order to find the optimal balance between parameters $\tau_0$ and $\tau_1$, we fixed $\tau_1 = 1$ and varied $\tau_0$ from 1/10000 to 1, finding an optimal value of approximately $\tau_0 = 1/100$. Finally, we varied the parameter $\lambda$ from 5 to 40, and found an optimal value at approximately $\lambda = 9$.

5.2 Exploring citation networks

The latent random offsets can yield useful information that allows for analysis and exploration of documents in the citation network. Our model provides, for each document, a content representation vector $\theta_j$, which captures the topics associated with the content of the document, and a latent offset vector $\epsilon_j$, which captures topics not necessarily contained within the document but expressed by others who cited the document. Highly positive latent offsets may capture the topics where a given document has been influential within the context of the citation network; alternatively, negative offsets can represent topics that are expressed highly in a document, but that have not proven to be influential within the context of the network.

Given a document, we can therefore explore its contents by examining the learned set of topics, and we can explore its role in the citation network (and see the topics of documents that it has influenced) by examining the latent offsets. In Figures 1 and 5 we show the latent topic representations of document contents, the learned random offsets, and the final augmented representations (the sum of topic representations and random offsets), for a document in each of the Simple English Wikipedia and ACL datasets. The augmented representations provide information on both the content
and context of a document: they incorporate information contained in the document as well as in other documents that cite it.

For highly cited documents, we have a great deal of information from the citing documents (i.e. the in-links), and this information can be used to more strongly offset the latent topic representations. Intuitively, the content is like a prior belief about a document’s latent representation, and as more sources start citing the document, this outside information further offsets the latent topic representations. Additionally, the offsets do not only “add” more information to the latent representation from the citing documents. In Figure 5 (top row), the offsets acted primarily to reduce the weights of many of the largest topics in the content representation, and only added weight to two topics. Here, the offsets served to dampen many of the content topics that did not appear to be relevant to the citing documents, and for this reason, the augmented representation is more sparse than the initial content representation.

**Interpreting predictions.** In addition to maintaining competitive prediction performance, our model allows for interpretable link prediction: for each predicted link we can use our latent representations to give users an understanding of why the link was returned. In particular, we can find the contribution that each topic provides to the final prediction score in order to determine the “reasons” (in terms of the latent topics) why a given document was predicted. We illustrate this in Figures 1 and 5 (bottom row of graphs). In Figure 1, for the *Sistine Chapel* document, Chapel is cited largely due to three topics (architecture, Christianity, and buildings). *Christian* is cited primarily due to a single topic (Christianity), and *Italy* is mainly cited due to six lower-weighted topics (countries, Christianity, architecture, buildings, music, and populace). Since *Italy* is a highly cited document and its augmented latent representation emphasizes a large number of topics (many of those expressed by its in-links), it was predicted due to a slight similarity in a number of topics as opposed to a strong similarity in just a few.

In Figure 5 we show three predictions for the document *Automatic Recognition of Chinese Unknown Words Based on Roles Tagging*. We can see that each of the predicted documents was due to a different aspect of this paper: the document *Automatic Rule Induction For Unknown-Word Guessing* was chosen primarily due to the unknown-word topic (related to the paper’s goal of recognizing unknown words), the document *Word Identification For Mandarin Chinese Sentences* was chosen primarily due to the China topic (related to the paper’s language domain area), and the document *A Knowledge-Free Method For Capitalized Word Disambiguation* was chosen primarily due to the pronoun topic (related to the paper’s use of names, locations, and roles).

![Figure 5: Interpreting citation predictions for the document *Automatic Recognition of Chinese Unknown Words Based on Roles Tagging* in the ACL dataset. For each predicted link, we show the relative weight that each latent topic (denoted by the top four words) contributed to the prediction. These provide reasons why each predicted link was chosen, in terms of the topics.](image)

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a probabilistic approach for citation network modeling that integrates the merits of both content and link analyses. Our empirical results showed improved performance compared with several popular approaches for citation prediction. Furthermore, our approach can suggest citations for brand new documents without prior citations—an essential ability for building a real citation recommendation system.

Qualitatively, our approach provides meaningful explanations for how predictions are made, through the latent random offsets. These explanations provide additional information that can be useful for making informed decisions. For example, in a citation recommendation system, we can inform users whether a citation is suggested more due to content similarities or due to the existing network structure, and we can show the relative amounts that individual topics contributed to the prediction. In future work, we would like to conduct user studies to quantify how this additional information helps users find more relevant citations in a more efficient way.
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